iMBC Counseling Cards
Page by page recommendations
Ref #

CRS card title

Cover

Content analysis (facilitator’s view)

Image analysis (mother’s view)

Is it “iMBC” or “I-MBC” ?

Re-arrange this page so that the image is more
prominent and engaging.
Edit image: the baby looks too old, should be
clearly a 6-month old.

A

1.3 STRESSORS THAT CAN AFFECT
THE MOTHER-BABY RELATIONSHIP

COMMENT FROM CRS: show a
detached mother and baby.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327

The information is very dense on this card.

The words are meaningless for a low-literacy
person.

We suggest this be split into 4 cards:
1) Many stressors -- an overview
2) Mom’s health as a stressor, focus only
on the images related to mom’s health,
Including ante- and post- natal
challenges.
3) Baby’s health as a stressor focusing on
postnatal care.
4) Breastfeeding as a stressor. This
includes not only the time stress of
breastfeeding but also common
challenges with lactation.

For card 1 we suggest a page with a mother at
the center surrounded by small images of
each of the stressors. Mom is not thriving and
happy, she is stressed.
We can develop something like this page we
developed for another project.
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For cards 2-4 we will pull out and focus on
each of these key stressors, with on large
image, making sure to include our mother.
B

1.4 HOW THE MOTHERS AND
BABIES COURSE CAN HELP YOU

We recommend simplifying the language here
and make statements more neutral and
strengths-based.
Mom can learn these skills. She can walk tall.
You learn so that you can also teach your kids.

process driven innovation

Remove this abstract graphic.
Develop a side-by-side story of our mom (we
will feature one main mother character
throughout, or two mothers -- Akinyi and
Atieno). Show her being crushed by the
stressors. She’s got a huge basket on her head
pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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Quite a few of the cards suggest how mom can
teach her children skills she is learning. We
suggest developing a symbolic image of mom
talking with her child(ren) as a “tip” that can be
used on multiple cards.

and it is filled with all these stressors. Use the
images from the prior card introducing the
idea of stressors.
In the second image she’s got the same basket
but walking with her are friends, helping her
hold up the basket. She is smiling.
Note: we welcome suggestions on this second
image in particular. This image would show
support and healthy thoughts (smiling) but
how should we depict healthy behaviors?

C

1.6 QUICK MOOD SCALE

COMMENT FROM CRS: it is very
difficult to tell the difference
between faces in no. 2&3, 6&7

process driven innovation

We suggest adding images to the back, a little
3-part story:
1. showing a mother using the mood
scale at home. She is slumped/low
energy, and she is noticing that she
has circled low energy/low mood on
many days.
2. In the middle show images for act,
think, support (see below for how we
suggest these be developed)
3. Show her again with a tracking sheet
with all smiles, and she is feeling
confident.

We suggest reducing this to a 3-level scale. We
also suggest putting the days of the week at
the top so they don’t have to write them in. We
can test both directions, days going
horizontally and days going vertically and see
which is more “readable.”

We suggest developing a set of small images of
mom acting, thinking and getting support.
These can be used throughout the materials:
● She is acting (tossing baby or playing
with baby))
● she is thinking (show her with a smile

Only include the faces on this card, not the
whole chart. They will have the chart in their
hands in the handout. Having the whole chart
here is cluttered and it isn’t a compelling
image. It makes the faces too small. Here they
need to clearly see the faces.

In general, grids are extremely hard for
lower-literacy use. We suggest moving toward
a set of 7 boxes (one for each day of the week)
with the mood scale images and subsequent
images for the concepts you are adding in
later (activities, thoughts, contacts).

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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and she has a thought bubble with the
positive mood scale image)
● she is getting support (show her with a
friend).
These can be used multiple times throughout
and might be best introduced first in the
previous set of cards and reinforced here
between negative tracking and positive
tracking.

D

2.3 COMMON MOOD PROBLEMS
BEFORE AND AFTER BIRTH

The messages are facilitator-centric. Shift to
mother-centric messages:
● These are the signs of depression.
● Depression is real and serious.
● There is help for depression. You are
not alone.

COMMENT FROM CRS: the pictures
are complicated and very difficult for
mothers to relate to the IMBC
messages

E

2.4 MOOD AND YOUR PERSONAL
REALITY

process driven innovation

We suggest moving toward more
representational images, using our mom:
1) A trio of her raging, worried, and
intensely unhappy. Just her face.
2) A side-by-side of her extremely happy
and very sad.
3) Sitting next to baby on the bed, she’s
unkempt and baby is crying but she’s
uninterested.
4) Talking a friend is there but she is not
interested in connecting.
5) Pushing food away, uninterested.
6) Laying in bed.
It is all her and contextualized.
Note: these images can come from other
images used throughout.

This graphic doesn’t work and the messages
are highly theoretical and confusing.
pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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We are open to a discussion about this card. It
is highly theoretical and very hard to read and
interpret. We had a lengthy discussion about
this one card and couldn’t come to a decision
and both of us have child development,
psychology and parenting expertise!
COMMENT FROM CRS: If we are to
integrate HIV messages, then the
integrated pictures need be
changed since the pictures are more
ECD specific
F

3.3 ATIENO AND AKINYI’S DAY

We recommend shifting Akinyi’s story to be just We suggest doing this as two horizontal comic
about taking action, not connection or a loan
strips with just three panels.
or anything else, just pleasant activities.
Remove text (captions) on the front. they can’t
Can their names be more different?
read it and it districts.
Remove the text from the front side altogether,
but caption text could remain on the back side,
or key words could be included so they are
more free to make up their own story and still
stay on topic.

process driven innovation

The mood faces don’t make sense if the one
that is applicable to that image isn’t circled. We
suggest removing them, or finding a more
easily readable way to include them.
We need to make sure both women look
pregnant. There isn’t enough distinction
between the two; change the color or pattern
of the dress, or otherwise increase the
difference between their appearance.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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COMMENT FROM CRS: If we change
the facial mood scale of 2&3, 6&7
then the same need to be changed
under 3.3 facial mood scale put here
G

3.4 WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?

Lighten the text.

Overall these images are great. The only
change would be to make the eating more
contextually relevant.
Fix the baby throwing image as noted above.

H

4.4 OVERCOMING OBSTACLES SO
THAT WE CAN DO PLEASANT
ACTIVITIES

COMMENT FROM CRS: Overall the
pictures are not in line with the four
common obstacles.

Lighten the text.

Remove words from the front and have them
be three pictures for the “before”
1. Pregnant woman needs to be more
tired, maybe leaning against the house
with a chair in the background and little
one tugging at her skirt.
2. Mom is stressed thinking about buying
a new wrappa and looking at no money
in her hand and feeling sad.
3. She’s trying to balance water on her
head, she doesn’t even have her
wrappa on and no one is there to help
her.
And three for the “after”
1. She is sitting on the chair taking a small

process driven innovation

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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break, baby is playing on the ground
nearby happily.
2. She is doing wash, feeling beautiful and
happy with the clothes she has.
3. She is walking with a friend, baby is
wrapped, she is talking.

I

5.4 PLEASANT ACTIVITIES CAN MAKE
MY RELATIONSHIP WITH MY BABY
STRONGER

Condense and simplify the language here.
If the detail of each point is important then we
suggest developing nine images to address
each kind of activity.

Revise images: make sure mom is happy in
both, make sure the babies look correct. That
breastfeeding latch and hold would be painful!
Show as three images:
1. Pregnant mom rubbing belly,
singing/humming.
2. Breastfeeding mom looking lovingly
and happy.
3. Mom with 6-month old sitting on mat
and playing with objects (spoon and
cup).

J

6.4 ATIENO AND AKINYI’S DAY

This message is about isolation and
connection, so the story makes sense here.

It could be shortened to three panels as above
to all fit on one page.
She doesn’t need to take a bath again, remove
that image and show her with her friend.

process driven innovation

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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K

6.5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOOD
AND CONTACT WITH OTHERS

Show two images side-by-side.
In each image the mother is at the center. She
might be sitting on a chair, or she is standing.
In each image she is surrounded by people.

COMMENT FROM CRS: Can we put
real faces showing negative mood
and positive mood for users to
understand

L

7.4 THE PEOPLE IN MY LIFE

process driven innovation

In the first image she is surrounded by
negative people. She is avoiding others; not
paying attention to her children; she is quieter;
she is sensitive to being ignored, rejected, and
criticized.
In the second image she is surrounded by
positive people. She is happy; she is touching
others, maybe a hand around a shoulder while
she has her baby on her hip and is interacting
lovingly.

Integrate the SEM and the images so that the
people are in each ring.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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COMMENT FROM CRS: Very difficult
for users to differentiate what it
means by people close to me, close
friends and friends. Simplify the
social support networks.
M

7.5 THE PEOPLE IN MY LIFE AND
THE WAYS THEY SUPPORT ME

Show as 4 images:
1. Getting ride to ANC with
father/husband
2. Getting advice from a village health
team / community health person
3. Sitting on a mat with another mom and
kids playing together
4. Getting a hug or supportive gesture
from older mother (mother-in-law) or
older sister/aunt/sister-wife.

COMMENT FROM CRS: The titles e.g
practical support and
companionship, should have
pictures showing the difference
between the two messages.
N

7.5a MALE INVOLVEMENT

process driven innovation

Split to two cards.
pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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1. Dads are great.
2. Things dads can do things.

O

7.5b ANC: THE IMPORTANCE OF
ANTENATAL CARE

Add ANC message from 8.5 to here. All ANC
should be together.

We’ve had lengthy discussions in other
programs about this depiction of the 4 times
for ANC. That is the minimum, not the
recommendation. We suggest either showing
her belly growing over 9 months plus a 10th
image of her with baby to suggest going to
ANC throughout pregnancy plus a post-natal
checkup.
Showing dad at the appointment is great! Keep
this but clearly show her pregnant. Maybe they
both have a hand on her belly while listening
to the nurse.

P

8.5 LEARN HOW TO COMMUNICATE
TO GET OUR NEEDS MET

Remove the ANC section from this card.

Depict the three communication concepts as
small simple images:
● Positive
● Clear
● Direct
Depict the two different responses using the
two role plays from the facilitation notes:
1. A mother asks her neighbor for help to

process driven innovation

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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take care of her baby for one hour
while she goes to the market. She says
yes.
2. A mother asks her husband to
accompany her to the health center
when she discovers that she’s
pregnant. He says no. She goes to a
friend instead.
COMMENT FROM CRS: The lower
picture is not so different from the
upper picture. The pictures need to
reflect the messages being given e.g
Include pictures of adults engaging
each others according to the
questions asked
Q

9.4 ATIENO AND AKINYI’S DAY

process driven innovation

The images here are good.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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COMMENT FROM CRS: Change
mood scale to match
R

9.5 WHAT ARE THOUGHTS?

Have her thinking in images of herself, not
words.
Just have two images.
Recycle images from Atieno and Akinyi’s last
story as the positive and negative thoughts.

COMMENT FROM CRS: The pictures
are confusing: Atieno is now
portrayed positively and Akinyi
negatively. Suggest consistency by
using the same pictures as before
for Atieno and Akinyi.
The last picture is not clear, mothers
were confusing it to be a child with a
doll or a father with a child. The baby
picture should reflect a child not a
doll
process driven innovation

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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S

10.4 TYPES OF HARMFUL THOUGHT
PATTERNS AND TALKING BACK

Make this three sets of images.
1. A duo of a mother thinking of her
husband and in the thoughts he is all
bad or all good; the mother thinking of
her husband as many different things.
2. A duo of a mom thinking many bubbles
of a baby crying; the mother is thinking
of baby doing many things, including
crying.
3. A duo where mom is seeing her
husband and mother-in-law argue and
she is feeling to blame; the mother
sees the argument, but is doing dishes
and is not concerned that she is to
blame.

COMMENT FROM CRS: Pictures on
the left not reflecting messages
being given
T

11.4 WAYS TO CHANGE HARMFUL
THOUGHTS THAT AFFECT MY BABY
AND ME

Key ideas:

Remove all text from the front.

Take thought and say no.
Set a time limit on your thoughts.
Imagine a future.

Focus on the images.

We recommend focusing on mom’s skills in the
lesson with a “tip” as above to take this
teaching and share it with your children. If this
detail of teaching the children these messages
needs to be more explicit, we recommend
adding a card with key messages and
illustrations specifically for children. This may
be a take-home activity.
process driven innovation

The little images depict the concepts well but
are hard to see. Redraw to improve quality.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327
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COMMENT FROM CRS: We need
more relevant and clear pictures
that reflect the messages
Include pictorials on how to teach
your child to have healthy moods.
U

13.5a COURSE REVIEW: MOOD AND
YOUR PERSONAL REALITY

As discussed above, this graphic doesn’t work
and the messages are highly theoretical and
confusing.
This should be different than the above card,
let’s talk about how these concepts differ and
how they could be depicted.

V

13.5a & 13.5b COURSE REVIEW:
MOOD AND YOUR PERSONAL
REALITY

process driven innovation

We will re-develop this card using images from
the other cards as they are developed.

pictureimpact.co | +1 612 351 2327

